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Market infrastructure development cannot be isolated from its operational context, which includes: overall market
management and operating procedures;.

By penetrating the international marketplace, organizations are able to acquire greater market in which to sell
their products or provide business. A key element is applying analytics to turn your data into information and
develop actionable insights. Thus the matrix reveals four clusters: Cluster strengths and opportunities: use
strengths to take advantage of opportunities. It is the role of Marketing Operations to function in a variety of
capacities to serve and support each of these stakeholders and their specific goals. These may include: the
application of weights and measures; a rational application of rental and stall-allocation policies; providing
means for dispute resolution; effective traffic control and management; enforcement of environmental, public
health, and food safety requirements; and introducing mechanisms for meeting recurrent and periodic
maintenance requirements. Introduction In the recent years, the operations of many businesses have become
global in nature. The SWOT-i matrix helps identify issues that need to be dealt with. All these initiatives
translate into lower prices for finished goods that customers prefer In Eastern Europe a common model being
considered for the development of wholesale markets involves the use of joint-stock companies. The
internationalization of businesses phenomenon paved the way for various organizations to conveniently
expand in other nations. For example, a bookstore might gain a tactical advantage over its local competitors by
shipping books to customers like an online retailer, but unless the owner addresses the issue of e-book
technology, the store will still be behind the curve in dealing with important changes to the book business. The
purpose of this paper is to look into the marketing aspect of IKEA and the overall furniture or home furnishing
retail industry. Eventually, they included furniture in their product range. When furniture titan IKEA finally
consolidated its business strategy in the US by the mids, customers where typically defined as well-traveled,
sophisticated yet practical in taste, likely risk-takers, technologically-savvy, and connoisseurs of fine food and
wine. By penetrating the international marketplace, organizations are able to acquire greater market in which
to sell their products or provide business. Contracting out services or the use of franchise agreements may be
appropriate for activities such as site facility management and cleaning. Our best practices are based on
marketing operations experience, empirical evidence, and platform knowledge. Competing based on brand
will be difficult. The market for the furniture and home furnishing retail industry will also be described in this
paper. This will be particularly relevant where there are arrangements which reflect groupings of traders who
are physically adjacent to each other i. However, in wholesale markets, traders should be either independent
commission agents, handling produce exclusively on behalf of producers, or multipurpose wholesalers taking
title to produce. Strategic decisions are broader and are usually made at a higher level. Opportunities and
Threats[ edit ] Now that Joe has analyzed the competition and the trends in the market he can define
opportunities and threats. Organization analysis[ edit ] After Joe has identified the opportunities and threats of
the market he can try to figure out what Arden System's strengths and weaknesses are by doing an
organization analysis. Operational marketing strategies are those that treat both operational and strategic
aspects of marketing as one undivided whole. For example, the marketing manager might make a tactical
decision to repeat a successful promotion. To get the most out of the marketing department, companies must
integrate all three aspects into a single strategic approach combining operational details with strategic vision.
Home Essays Marketing in the Moreover, the customers for IKEA will be analyzed. With the rapid changes
that are happening in the global marketplace, it is necessary to examine the macro environment where IKEA
exists. Alternative Management Systems: The impact of arrangements for market management on the market
design will need investigation. Let's talk The Scope Of Marketing Operations The scope of marketing
operations is quite broad and includes activities that can be broadly categorized as content creation and
maintenance, demand generation, and performance measurement. Define market[ edit ] First step is to define a
market for analysis. Data, Analytics And Content Are Key â€” Customer data and content from across the
enterprise should be utilized to enable the most relevant customer experiences. Utilizing this information
enables greater return on investment and increased and quicker conversion rates. Operational and
Technological Changes Markets are not static organizations and the development of a market will be heavily
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influenced by the type of operational and technological changes that are occurring. Therefore, he conducts
context analysis to gain insight into the environment of the business in order to develop a strategic plan of
action to achieve competitive advantage within the market. In the UK many markets are operated by the
traders and the systems in France and Spain are based on parastatal and municipal ownership. The basic
questions that will need to be asked at the project identification stage are: what will be the administrative and
management structure? In reality, new technology might be making the industry obsolete. References 3.
Threats: IT graduates with fresh idea's can start their own software businesses and form a major competition
for Arden Systems. Some of the revenue collection system will also impact on the physical design. Internal
analysis: Weakness: Lacks innovative people within the organization Competence analysis: Functional related
competence: Arden Systems provides system functionalities that fit small businesses. Competition level:
Consumer need: Arden Systems will be competing on the fact that consumers want efficient and effective
conducting of a business Brand: There are software businesses that have been making business software for a
while and thus have become very popular in the market.


